
·  A complete exercise box for all kinds of scenarios 
·  Stimulate the senses of your students with dynamic exercises 
·  Equipped with 2 powerful LED fixtures and 13 sound effects 
·  Possibility to connect a smoke machine 
·  Wirelessly controllable by any device with WiFi and an internet browser 
·  Have the effects controlled by several instructors at the same time 
·  Includes a special storage space for the Cirrus battery operated smoke machine 
·  Equipped with a powerful battery 
·  Including a plastic box measuring 40 x 30 x 23,5 cm 

FireWare Pandora's Box

Article number
Category

   

025-012-036
Fire Simulation

Product details

Pandora: a multi-sensory simulator

Quickly and easily set up a complete exercise whereby many senses are stimulated? The renewed Pandora makes this happen! The Pandora 
creates a realistic flame effect, sound effects and the control of a smoke machine. It works on a battery and can be wirelessly operated with a 
compact remote control. 

Light effects
Two powerful LED flame luminaires  a red one and an orange one - are mounted on the Pandora. Each luminaire can be set separately to the 
machine by the way it flashes. There are more than 256 simulation possibilities. By hiding the Pandora and installing a smoke machine, a 
realistic flame image is created. The flame simulation also gives a realistic fire sound when it is started up. 

Sound
Sound is extremely important during an exercise. The Pandora gives this sense the attention it deserves. In addition to the big or small fire 
sound, you can also play the sound of sparks, a liquid leak, an explosion, a collapse, a diesel engine, a gunshot and a gas leak. But also the 
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slow woop, a barking dog, a victim's sobbing, a crying baby and cry for help are in the box. And you don't have to choose: the Pandora can 
also play all sounds at the same time, or create a mix. For example, start the exercise with the effect of a small fire. Then play the audio of the 
big flame over it and simulate the penetration of the fire! 

Smoke
The Pandora has a connection option for various smoking machines, including the Cirrus, Cumulus, Stratus and Nimbo. The same wireless 
remote control can now operate the flame, sound and smoke effect. The box of the Pandora even has a storage compartment for a Cirrus 
battery operated smoke generator, which is ideal for turning exercises off in areas where there is no power supply or where the power supply 
is disconnected during the exercise. Think of exercises on ships, in cells or in buildings designated for demolition. 

Remote control
There is nothing more annoying than an instructor who walks to the incident during the exercise to turn machines on or off. All functions of 
the Pandora can therefore be controlled wirelessly and remotely with your own smartphone or tablet. The Pandora itself brings a wireless WiFi 
network into the air. Instructors log in by scanning a QR code or manually entering a code. So no complicated software is needed. It is even 
possible to log in with multiple devices at the same time. Then multiple instructors can manage the functions together from various positions! 
The possibilities for dynamic staging are great. 

The instructor can read on the digital remote whether it is connected to the Pandora. In addition, the screen indicates which effects are 
currently playing. You can also play with the volume of your sound effects. Which is great if you organize the staging at a great distance from 
the practice field! 

Battery
The interactive and smart on/off switch indicates exactly when the Pandora is ready for exercise. The instructor will then receive feedback by 
means of a sound signal. With the powerful battery you can then count on hours of practice fun. With a full battery you can stage the whole 
day. 

The sound effects and the flame effects draw their power from the Pandora's battery. So you can continue with that for a while. If you connect 
a smoke machine, it works on its own battery (Cirrus) or on mains voltage (Cumulus, Stratus and Nimbo). Keep in mind that the Cirrus can 
emit smoke continuously for 10 minutes on one (own) battery charge. Naturally, the Pandora comes with a high-quality C-tek battery charger 
as standard. Have you stored the Pandora and is the battery almost empty? Then the exercise aid switches itself off automatically, so that the 
battery is not completely drained. 

Robust
The Pandora is made of high quality stainless steel in a standard euronorm crate of 40 x 30 x 30x23.5 cm. This ensures that the machine is well 
protected during storage, transport and operation. The electronics are fully encased to prevent (moisture) interference. All connectors, knobs 
and other components are of high industrial quality.  That is why the Pandora has a warranty of no less than 2 years! 

Endless possibilities
The possibilities with Pandora's box are endless. For example, open the Pandora in a theater, between the set pieces. Or hide it in a wheelie 
bin. By hiding the Pandora and adding a smoke machine, you can simulate a beautiful fire with the necessary effects. Are you looking for a 
complete staging in one practice box? That is what Pandora's Box offers! 
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Technical information

Brand: FireWare
Battery: 12V / 7 Ah
Product weight (kg): 8,40
Product dimensions in cm (LxBxH): 40,0 x 30,0 x 23,5
Built in box: Yes
Material: RVS/Kunststof
Guarantee: 2 years on product and manufacturing faults with the exception of the

battery

FireWare Pandora's Box025-012-036
Item consists of

FireWare Cirrus
Smokemachine

with Battery

FireWare Nimbo
Smokemachine

FireWare Cumulus
Smokemachine

FireWare Stratus
Smokemachine

FireWare Burning
Smell Spray

003-012-001 001-012-001 002-012-001 002-012-002 031-030-003

Related products

Fire Simulation Kit
V4 - NL

FireWare Apollo LED
Training Fire
Extinguisher
Squeeze Handle 6 L

FireWare Phoenix
Silkflame

FireWare Apollo LED
CO2 Training Fire
Extinguisher 2 L

FireWare Soundbox
V3 - NL

011-012-005 025-100-014 025-100-013 015-085-006

You may also like

040-030-032
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